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Jack And His Uncle Duke Two Stray Dogs And Guess What They Can Talk
An independent young woman living with her scientist father in South America, Eden Farraday assuages her
homesickness for her native England by stowing away on the ship of the charming Lord Jack Knight, unware that the
dashing rogue is on a vital secret mission or that he will demand a scandalous price in exchange for her safe passage.
Original.
The tiny village of Hemshawe is the sort of place where nothing ever happens…until a handsome ex-soldier and his
matchmaking sister let the imposing manor house at the edge of town. The friendly Londoners shake up the staid
people of Hemshawe, and villagers see each other in a new and oh-so-appealing light. Suddenly long-sparring enemies
become lovers, a town festival heralds a new start for a fallen woman and a dandy, and a man who has given up on love
gets a second chance with the woman he never forgot. And the matchmaker herself? She won’t rest until she finds her
own happily-ever-after… A Madness in Spring by Kate Noble Adam Sturridge has made Belinda Leonard’s blood boil
since childhood, and the feeling is mutual. But when a would-be matchmaker arrives in the village of Hemshawe, she’d
determined to erase the thin line between love and hate. Now, Belinda and Adam are faced with falling for someone
they’ve always considered an enemy — can they overcome old prejudices and discover how to rub each other the right
way? The Summer of Wine and Scandal by Shana Galen When viscount’s son and dandy Peregrine Lochley is
temporarily exiled from London to the country for his misdeeds, the last thing he expects is to encounter an intriguing
woman. But Caroline Martin has a secret to hide, and it just might be too scandalous for even this debauched rogue.
Those Autumn Nights by Theresa Romain Ten years ago, wealthy Eliza Greenleaf broke lowly soldier Bertram Gage’s
heart—but the last decade brought changes in fortune to them both. Now that he’s made his mark on the world, a twist
of fate brings the Greenleaf family under his power. Will this war-hardened officer triumph over his former lover…or will
Bertie and Eliza give love a second chance? The Season for Loving by Vanessa Kelly Miss Georgie Gage, matchmaker
extraordinaire, is resigned to life as a spinster—almost. When notoriously aloof bachelor Fergus Haddon arrives from
Scotland to spend Christmas with the Gage family, Georgie thinks she’s finally found her own perfect match—if, that is,
she can get the handsome Highlander to agree!
A hidden identities, enemies-to-lovers, feel good romp from a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author:
Unpaid and under-appreciated journalist Miss Eve Shelling never goes anywhere without a trusty notebook and her
overprotective Duenna—who happens to be a bullmastiff. Eve learned the hard way that men are not to be trusted.
She’s definitely not falling head-over-heels for the deceptively charming subject of her front-page column. Local
blacksmith Monsieur Sébastien le Duc is the pillar of his community—when he’s not pillaging elsewhere. He’s a rakish
dandy with a heart of stolen gold and two teeny tiny secrets. One happens to be a wee international smuggling
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operation. The other involves losing his heart to an ambitious journalist determined to expose the truth at any cost…
The 12 Dukes of Christmas is a series of heartwarming Regency romps nestled in a picturesque snow-covered village.
Twelve delightful romances… and plenty of delicious dukes!
(Volume 1)
A Romantic Tale
Royal's Bride\Reese's Bride\Rule's Bride
The Sacred Summer
Jack and His Uncle Duke
The Time Spirit
Had he been heir to a throne, Jack Conroy could not have felt the weight of expectation more. He’ll go to Wall Street just as his
father did, but two things complicate the family plan. First, Jack discovers an affinity for landscape design. Second, he discovers
Veronica Cashmiris. Jack’s parents assume that Veronica is just a college infatuation that will yield to Wall Street after graduation.
However, Veronica is no passing fancy. She loves and understands Jack, perhaps better than his parents do. The intuition of
Veronica and inclination of Jack give way to the world-wise wisdom of Jack’s parents. But what happens to Jack turns all hopes for
his future into a kind of haunting reverie. It is not until Veronica gives birth to their son that hope returns.
The author describes his quest to solve the mystery of a legendary, long-missing, pennant-winning home run baseball, hit by
Giants third baseman Bobby Thomson in a 1951 playoff series against the Brooklyn Dodgers.
Finally available in one complete box set collection, dive into the opulent and exciting world of the Bride Trilogy, three classic
Victorian romances by New York Times bestselling author Kat Martin. Royal’s Bride Though he is a tilted nobleman, Royal Dewar
is singularly unlucky…forced to choose between his soul mate and his salvation. Reese’s Bride Wounded in battle, Major Reese
Dewar returns to England—but his injuries are nothing compared to his shattered heart. Rule’s Bride Unrepentant rake Rule
Dewar is living the good life when a most surprising event occurs—he falls in love with his wife.
The Bride Trilogy Complete Collection
A Life in Medicine, Travel, and Revolution
Jack's Passion
My Hunt for the Shot Heard 'Round the World
The Real White Queen And Her Rivals
The Duke's children

Elizabeth Woodville, The White Queen(2009), Margaret Beaufort, The Red Queen(2010), and Jacquetta, Lady Rivers,
The Rivers Woman(2011) are the subjects of the first three novels in Philippa Gregory's Cousins' War series, and of the
three biographical essays in this book. Philippa Gregory and two historians, leading experts in their field who helped
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Philippa to research the novels, tell the extraordinary 'true' stories of the life of these women who until now have been
largely forgotten by history, their background and times, highlighting questions which are raised in the fiction and
illuminating the novels. With a foreword by Philippa Gregory - in which Philippa writes revealingly about the differences
between history and fiction and examines the gaps in the historical record - and beautifully illustrated with rare portraits,
The Women of the Cousins' Waris an exciting new addition to the Philippa Gregory oeuvre.
A box is left outside the stray and abandoned dogs home. Inside is a little puppy who jumps up. The staff name him Jack.
They decide to kennel him with an older dog of the same breed who is pining and not eating, hoping having the pup in
with him will perk him up. What Jack doesn't know is that when he starts thinking to himself, the old dog, who cannot
believe what he is hearing, can hear Jacks thoughts. The old boy knows that he must teach Jack to Never turn his
thoughts into spoken words because he might be taken to a zoo or a circus.The big old dog becomes protective of his
kennel mate and decides to help him when prospective people come to foster the stray dogs. Once the pup is fostered to
a nice family the old boy can go back to, giving up. He knew he was lost and he'd never see his Charlie-Dad again.
This story is the first version of another novel by Frederick Regenold entitled Coast Walk. Although each has the same
main characters, including the dog, Rocky, the endings are completely different. If you like the people—and Rocky—in this
book, and you’re not sexually timid, you might want to check out the other story just for surprises; however, please be
advised that the first 12 chapters are basically the same. Never is a touching love story. It’s for readers who believe in
love. If they don’t, perhaps after reading it they will. If nothing else, they’ll think twice at the beginning of a romantic
involvement
Froissart and the English Chronicle Play
The Boxcar Brigade
The Jazz Age Murder Scandal That Shocked New York Society and Gripped the World
The Highwayman's Lady
The Winthrop Woman
The Wisconsin Agriculturist
Harlequin Historical brings you three new Regency titles for one great price, available now! Enjoy these timeless love stories that
capture the imagination and sizzle with scandal and seduction. This Regency box set includes: THE RAKE TO RESCUE HER by
Julia Justiss Ransleigh Rogues (Book 3 of 4) When Alastair Ransleigh sees Diana, Duchess of Graveston, for the first time since
she jilted him, he makes her a shocking offer…the chance to become his mistress. And she accepts! THE SOLDIER'S DARK
SECRET by Marguerite Kaye Comrades in Arms (Book 1 of 2) Could enchanting French artist Celeste Marmion be the distraction
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that officer Jack Trestain so desperately craves? Or will her exquisite touch be enough to make him reveal his darkest secret?
REUNITED WITH THE MAJOR by Anne Herries Regency Brides of Convenience (Book 3 of 3) Major Harry Brockley gave up on
love when he lost his heart to his colonel's wife, Samantha Scatterby. Now, Brock agrees to a loveless marriage—only for
widowed Sam to reappear in his life! Look for Box Set 2 of 2 for more timeless stories from Harlequin Historical!
"The time spirit: A romantic tale" by J. C. Snaith. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that
encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten or yet undiscovered gems of
world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to
boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in
a high-quality digital format.
Presents a biographical novel of Elizabeth Winthrop, a courageous woman who defied Puritan conventions and beliefs.
Two Stray Dogs. and Guess What? THEY CAN TALK!!
Never; A Spiritual Love Story
An Anthology
Harlequin Historical March 2015 - Box Set 1 of 2
Three Renegades and a Baby
A General History of the Christian Era
Uncertain Glory ˜ C. Hampton Jones Wellington's Heroes Book 4 A final war against Napoleon is expected when Captain Lord Jeffrey
Burroughs has to go back to his paternal house in Caversham. In York he falls in love with a prostitute. His good friend Major Lord Peter
Irving Wallace cannot get over his love for the beautiful abused Amelia Aubrey, whilst Major Lord Devon Broadhurst is elevated to the rank
of Colonel in order to be able to keep a close eye on William, the Prince of Orange during the preparations of the Battle of Waterloo. After
this battle life has to go back to 'normal' again for Wellington's Heroes...
Short subject films have a long history in American cinemas. These could be anywhere from 2 to 40 minutes long and were used as a
"filler" in a picture show that would include a cartoon, a newsreel, possibly a serial and a short before launching into the feature film.
Shorts could tackle any topic of interest: an unusual travelogue, a comedy, musical revues, sports, nature or popular vaudeville acts. With
the advent of sound-on-film in the mid-to-late 1920s, makers of earlier silent short subjects began experimenting with the short films,
using them as a testing ground for the use of sound in feature movies. After the Second World War, and the rising popularity of television,
short subject films became far too expensive to produce and they had mostly disappeared from the screens by the late 1950s. This
encyclopedia offers comprehensive listings of American short subject films from the 1920s through the 1950s.
[BookStrand Regency Romance, HEA] Captain Jack Jordan, newly returned to England from the Peninsular War, is only having fun with
friends when he poses as a highwayman to waylay a lady's carriage. Now she faces banishment from society amid false allegations the
rogue ruined her. The same honor Jack displayed on the battlefield dictates he restore her reputation, even if it means wedding the
rebellious vixen - ideally without revealing his role in her downfall. Felicity Griffin wonders if dashing Captain Jordan is the gentleman
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thief to whom she surrendered her betrothal ring. How else to explain his sudden interest? But since the outraged earl engaged to her
since infancy has jilted her, she hopes to escape another marriage of convenience. Wanting some fun of her own, she sets out to tease and
trap Jack into admitting his guilt. As they entangle each other in a battle of wits and deceit, and ultimately seduction, she also traps his
heart even as he steals her own. ** A BookStrand Mainstream Romance
Catalogue of prints and drawings in the British Museum
A Regency Holiday Romance
A General History of the Christian Era: The protestant revolution
An Improbable Story
New Woman Fiction, 1881-1899, Part III
The Duke's Embrace

The novels in this collection include one by a fierce opponent to the New Woman movement, as well as two from women
whose work can be seen as archetypal New Woman fiction.
Return to the opulent Victorian world of the Bride Trilogy in this stunning historical romance, by New York Times bestselling
author Kat Martin. After years abroad, Royal has returned to Bransford Castle to find his father dying and the family treasury
nearly empty. Then the old duke wrests a final promise from his guilt-ridden son: that Royal will marry heiress Jocelyn
Caulfield and restore the estate to its former glory. However, it is not his fiancée who quickens Royal’s pulse, but rather her
beautiful cousin Lily Moran. Penniless Lily knows that nothing can come of their undeniable attraction but there is a way she
can help Royal. Enlisting some questionable characters from her past, Lily concocts an elaborate ruse to recover some of
the Bransford fortune from a notorious confidence artist. As the dangerous scheme unfolds, Lily and Royal are thrown
together in pursuit of the very thing money that keeps them apart. Originally published in 2009
Abby's fourteenth birthday is fast approaching and the family is planning to celebrate it with a magnificent party, hinting at
some exciting change about to happen to her. Little does she know that everything is about to change; turning fourteen will
give her powers she never dreamed of and draw her into an eons-long fight to save humanity and the earth.
The Bookman
A Gentleman For All Seasons
The time spirit: A romantic tale
Dr. John Moore, 1729–1802
Memorials of the Tower of London
The Story Of...
This biography brings to life a figure, Dr. John Moore, who was famous in his day but has since been forgotten. It covers five
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main areas of his life: his early years in Scotland, his medical practice, his years abroad with the Duke of Hamilton, his
publications and friendships in London, and his involvement with affairs in France.
Jack Carter stars in a collection of 4 short stories The Blue Diamond: Following his Uncle Spencer, Jack travels to Africa in
search of the mysterious Blue Diamond. Pursued by Marcus Knight, Jack and Spencer face trouble at every turn as they
fight to recover the jewel. Excelsior: Jack is the only child on an interstellar spaceship. When an alien creature is brought on
board by the scientists, the whole crew is in danger, and only Jack and the brave Captain Dexter must save the crew and
ship. The Shadows of the Duke: Taken for a holiday by his mother to the remote town of Goston, Jack is told the story of the
Duke, and the disappearance of the townfolk. Jack must venture into the deserted castle to find his family and return the
people to the village. Dragon's Tomb: Jack travels to China with his Uncle Spencer and is entrusted with finding the last
resting place of the Dragon. In order to save Jack's life they, with the help of Chow, must find the tomb and kill the dragon
before other men try to capture it and use its power against the world.
In 1922, Rudolph Valentino was one of the most famous men alive. But few knew that the star had a dirty secret that he
desperately wanted to bury. The lurid tale began a decade earlier when former Yale football star and notorious playboy Jack
de Saulles made headlines across three continents by pursuing the beautiful young Chilean heiress Blanca Errázuriz, known
as the Star of Santiago. After the birth of their son, though, the marriage soured. Jack was going after every chorus girl on
Broadway, claiming that Blanca had banished him from their bed. By 1916, Blanca wanted a divorce, rare then and even
more so in a wealthy, powerful Catholic family. Enter Valentino, then still known as Rodolfo Guglielmi, a professional dancer
in New York City, famous for the Argentinean tango. Blanca discovered that her husband had been sleeping with Joan
Sawyer, Rodolfo’s dance partner, so she set about cultivating the hungry young performer. Whether Blanca and Guglielmi
became lovers remains unclear, but the ambitious Italian gave evidence on her behalf in divorce court. Furious, de Saulles
had Guglielmi arrested on trumped-up vice charges, tarnishing the dancer’s reputation. But Blanca was fighting bigger
battles. De Saulles’s family had been pulling strings, persuading the courts to grant him partial custody of their child. When
it appeared that he wasn’t going to return the boy to his mother’s care, Blanca exploded. On a sweltering August night in
1917, she drove to Jack’s mansion and shot him dead. Several people witnessed the act, but Blanca’s family hired the best
defense lawyer around, who salvaged de Saulles’s reputation and made Blanca out to be a saint. During the “most
sensational trial of the decade,” millions devoured the juicy details of how a high-society marriage violently unraveled.
Guglielmi, desperate to avoid further poisonous publicity, fled to California, changed his name to Rudolph Valentino, and
the rest is Hollywood history.
The Fortnightly
A Renegade Royals Short Story
Mary Plantagenet
Miracle Ball
Uncertain Glory
The Fortnightly Review
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Reprint of the original, first published in 1867.
An imperious summons from former spymaster Dominic Hunter is always cause for concern, as Jack
Easton, Marquess of Lendale, well knows. When Jack discovers that some of the Renegade Royals,
the most dangerous men in England, are also guests at Dominic’s country house party, he’s even
more suspicious. But before Jack can get to the bottom of things, a mysterious baby girl is
found abandoned in the stables. The tyke is in desperate need of a new family, and each of the
wives of the Renegade Royals wants to adopt her. Griffin Steele, Alasdair Gilbride, and Aden St.
George will do anything to please their ladies, and that means an all-out competition to prove
which of them would make the best father. When a former crime lord and two lethal spies take on
the task of caring for the baby, it’s up to Jack to decide who does the best job. But none of
the men have any idea how much mayhem one little girl can create! THREE RENEGADES AND A BABY is
16,000 word, crossover short story between The Renegade Royals and The Improper Princesses
Series. Praise for The Renegade Royals Series: “Kelly combines diverting dialogue, delightful
surprises and finely tuned pacing to make this a winner.” ~Publishers Weekly (starred review)
Praise for The Improper Princesses Series: “Kelly launches her new Improper Princesses series
with another superbly crafted Regency historical romance that puts a clever spin on My Fair Lady
while at the same time delivering the usual elegant writing, tempered with a deliciously dry wit
and artfully nuanced characters readers have come to expect from her.” ~Booklist
His Wicked Kiss
Royal's Bride
Valentino Affair
The Boy's Own Annual
A Novel
The Women of the Cousins' War
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